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Each Part is Compulsory. Marks are indicated against each question.
Draw the diagram wherever required.

PART-A (OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS OMR SHEETS)
ATTEMPT ALL QUESTIONS:Q. l. The word 'communication' is derived from
a) Latin

b) English

word 'communis.':c) German

(30Xl=30)
(I)

d) None of these

Q.2.

It is
a) Very difficult

Q.3.

Communication is sending and receiving information between two..
:_ •
a) Or only three people b) Or more people
c) And only two people d) None of these

(I)

Q.4.

The scope of communication is
a) So wide
b) So limited

(I)

Q.5.

Generally communication involves the flow of information from
a) The sender to the sky
b) The sender to the receiver
c) The receiver to the sky
d) None of these

Q.6.

Facial expressions are a common form of
a) Non-verbal
b) Verbal

"

Q.7.

to go through a day without the use of communication:b) Very easy
c) Commom
d) None of these

that encompasses almost every sphere of our lives:c) So zero
d) None of these

communication:c) Both A and B

Verbal communication refers to the use of.
:_
a) Symbols
b) Sounds and languagec) Both A and B

:_

(I)

(I)

(1)

d) None of these
( I)

d) None of these

Q.8.

Which of the following is the best example of interpersonal communication:a) Conversation between two people
b) Conversation among ten people
c) Conversation among hundred people
d) None of these

(I)

Q.9.

.
is communicator's internal use of language or thought:a) Intrapersonal communication
b) Interpersonal communication
c) Entertainment Journalism
d) Masala Journalism

(I)

Q. 10. Hypodermic needle theory is known as .,
a) Zero theory
c) Bullet theory
Q. 11. Sender is related to
a) Encoding

:b) Decoding

:b) Two step theory
d) None of these

(I)

(1)
c) Ending

d) None of these

P.T.O.

Q.

,,(I)

12. What is internet?'>
a) A single network
c) Intcrconnection of loca I area net works

Q. 13. The term .\\ W\\;- is related to
a)

Medical science

b)

b) i\ vast collection
d) None ofthese

ofdilfcrent

(t)

.

Urban area

Rural area

l')

d)

Internet
(I)

Q. 14. What is caption">
a) Magazine
c) Supplement

or a picture

b) lntroduction
d) None
these

or

(I)

Q. 15. What is flag line'):a) A type
headline
c) A type or news

h) i\ type or J'ep\ll'til~g
d) None ofthese

Q. 16. 'Fifth Theory of the Press' is related to
a) Political system
c) USA system

b) Development communication
d) None of these

or

Q. 17. The Internet is
a)

Areawide

:-

(I)

system of computer networks:c) Worldwide

b) Countrywide

\. Q. 18. Who is known as father of Indian cinema'?:a) Satyajit Ray
b) Dadasaheb Phalke
Q. 19. 'Nal Damyanti' was first
a) Bengali
b) Hindi

(I)

d) None ofthese

\..I
(I)

c)

V. Shantararn

<I)

None of these

d)

None of these

feature filrru-

(I)

c) Bhojpuri

Q. 20. Advertising is a
a) Natural

form ofcommunication:b) Neutral
c) Marketing

Q. 21. Web media means
a) Traditional

b) Outdoor

Q.22. India today is a
a) Weekly

b) Fortnightly

(I)
d) None of these

media:-

( 1)
c) Online

d) None of these

magazines-

( 1)

c) Monthly

Q.23. Saamana is a newspaper published by
a) Shiv Sena
b) BJP
Q~24. FM Gold is related to
a) Hindustan Times

net\\(llk,

c)

:CPI

d) None of these
(I)

d) None ofthese

:-

\..I
( 1)

b) AIR

c) ABP

d) None of these

Q. 25. Communication barrier is also known as
a) Decoding
b) Noise

c) Feedback

:-

Q. Ul. Chief sub editor is
a) Junior

c) Equivalent

d) None of these

Q. 27. Which post is equivalent to news editor'?:a) Joint editor
b) Assistant editor

c) Associate editor

d) None of these

Q.28. In media PR stands for
a) Public relation

c) Public rays

d) None of these

( 1)
d) None of these

to news editor:b) Senior

(I)

(I)

:b) Public relations

(I)

(I)

Q. 29. Marshall Mcl.uhan was born in
a) France
b) SUA

:-

Q. 30. The Hindi newspaper Jansatta is related to .. ,
a)

Indian Express

b) HT Med ia

d)

Canada

c)

................

None lli'tllC~l'
(I)

Group>

c) The Times

d)

None olthc-«.

PART-B (DESCRIPTIVE TYPE)
(2x3=6)

Short answer type questions. (Answer any TWO questions):Q. 1.

Q.2.
Q. 3.

What is communication?
What is folk media?
What is feedback?

Discriminatory
Q. 4.

Q.5.

/ Differentiation

Questions. (Answer any One question):-

(I x4=4)

How traditional media is different from print media?
What is difference between intrapersonal communication and interpersonal communication')
(lx5=5)

Interpretation

Q.6.
\ Q. 7.

Questions. (Answer any ONE question):-

Explain the roles of digital media in the society.
Describe two step and multi-step theory of communication.
(lx5=5)

Definitions / Concept Based Questions. (Answer anyone
Q. 8.

Q.9.

question):-

Explain the elements of communication.
What is normative theory of communication?
(Ix 10=10)

Long Essay Type Questions:Q. 10. What do you mean by 7 Cs?
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'>ART-A (OUJECT'VE TYI"': QllESTIONS OMit SHEETS)
ATTEMPT ALL TilE QlJESTIONS:-

Q.1.

In low light situations. what might you do to get a better exposure>
a) Decrease the ISO
b) Increase the shutter speed
c) Open the aperture
d) Use the ND filter

Q.2.

A fast shutter speed is use to:a) Make a picture look blurry
b) Freeze an image in time
c) Make a picture look like it is in slow motion
d) Make a picture look sharp

Q.3.

The three most important settings for exposing an image with a DSLR camera arcra) Auto-focus, ISO. and Flash
b) ISO, Manual Focus, and White Balance
c) Aperture, Shutter Speed. and ISO
d) ISO, focus and Aperture

Q.4.

Which f stop will give your greater depth of field:-

(I )

\

a) F 2,8

b) F 8

c) F 16

( 1,

( 1)
d) F 12
(I)

Q.5.

Resolution of an image describes:a) The quality of the image
c) The size of the image in pixels

Q.6.

Perfect exposure is a result of the right mixture of:a) Shutter speed + aperture + resolution
b) Film speed + aperture + exposure
c) Exposure + aperture + shutter speed
d) Aperture + Shutter speed + film speed

Q.7.

1f a shutter speed is 1/100, what is twice as quick:a) 2/50
b) 1/200
. c) 1/50

Q.8.

A macro lens is lens thata) Is very small in size
c) Is used for extreme close ups

Q.9.

1f your camera is set at ISO 100, how many stops of light would 1600 be up the line:a) four
b) three
c) six
d) five

b) The clarity of an image
d) Colour and Contrast of the image
( 1)

( 1)
d) 1/500
(I )

b) Creates great bokeh
d) Makes you a pro!

Q.IO. In photography, what does the term SLR mean.a) Single Lense Reflex
b) Single Lense Reflection
c) Single Line Reflex
d) Side Line Reflex

( I)
( 1)

( 1)
Q.ll. What did the Lumiere brothers invent in 1895:a) The first motion picture
b) The first still pricture
c) The first scanner
d) The first lens

().12.

I ill_' J):'\[
;I)'~
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hUIII\
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l'i1ull) l.l'IIS

What is the angle olvicw on a Iishcyc lens
a) 180 degrees
h) 22) degrees
c) 270 degree»
Which genre of photography

iii

d) 1 1\1111111<'

L1es(rilw:

kit 1IIIl' o lth« Picture

;lllim;i1s

,1:1

01 I ill' l'il'IIII('

;IS:-

d) Macro

d) l)O dcgrl'l'\

involves shooting products?

(I)

a) Macro photography
c) Commercial photography

h) Wildlife photography
d) Architecture photography

A pixel is:a) A cartoon channel
c) A colour dot in a digital image

b)

(I)

A sensor

d) Digital memory

What is ISO also referred to in analogue photography?
a) Numbers'
b) Film Speed
c) Stops
PART-B (DESCRIPTIVE

( I )""d) Formulas
TYPE)

Q.l.

Discriminatory/Differentiation Questions (Attempt any two):a) What do you understand by the Exposure Triangle?
b) Explain the three point lighting with diagram.
c) Write the principal of photojournalist.

Q.2.

Long Essay Type Qucstions:a) Digital Photography is one of the popular professions nowadays. Comment
b) Analyze the picture and identify the problem, and provide solutions.
i)

(I)

I l'II',

(2\3

())

(2,\()

12)

ii)

iii)

-.

I,

:! 'T ; .

iv)
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PART-A (OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS OMR SHEETS)
ATTEMPT ALL THE QlJESTIONS:-

Q.1.

(I)

Spoken language is used in:b) Newspaper
d) None

a) Radio
c) Web

Q.2.

a)
b)
c)
d)

\

Q.3.

Information Format
Entertainment Format
Educational Format
All

c) Television

b) Radio

(I)
b) Public Service Broadcasting
d) None

A musical Piece to Denote a Particular radio channel and Programme is calledra) Signature tune
c) Both

Q.6.

HNR Stands fort-

Market Mantra is a
a) Radio Drama

Q.8.

( I)
b) Hindi National Roam
d) None

c) Discussion

d) None
(I)

A Structure or framework for any programme is called:b) Talk
d) None

(I)

First Local Station was Established in.a) Nagarcoil

b) Calcutta

c) Madras

Q.I0. National Channel of AIR stated its Service in:a) 1988
b) 1986
c) 1984
Q.ll.

(I)

Based Programmerb) Interview

a) Format
c) Interview

Q.9.

In AM Broadcasting:a)
b)
c)
d)

(I)

b) Background Music
d) None

a) Hindi News Room
c) Both

Q.7.

d) None

PSA Stands Forta) Private sector association
c) Private service Broadcasting

Q.5.

( I)

Theatre of Mind is a phrase used for:a) Newspaper

Q.4.

(t)

Radio Interview is an:-

Amplitude remains constant and change in frequency
Frequency remains constant and change in amplitude
Both
None

d) Mogra
( I)

d) 1987
(I)

<).12.

A Lower Frequency

II)

a:-

means

b) Longer \Va\ elength
d) None

a) Shorter Wavelength
c) No difference in Wavelength
Q.I3.

Q.14.

Q.15.

Q.16.

Q.17.

Q.18.
\

First external
a) 1939

servicebased

programme

b) 1941

was broadcasted
c) 1943

d) 194)

(I )

RT Stands For:a) Reverberation Time
c) Review Track

b) Reverberation Test
d) None

The Number of Radio Stations, which India got in 1947 were:c) 6
b) 9
a) 5

(I )

d) 4
(I)

Phantom power is used in:a) Condenser Microphone
c) Ribbon Microphone

b) Dynamic Microphone
d) None
(I)

Sound forge is an:a) Editing Software
c) Designing Software
Technical
a) Jargon

J I)

in the year.-

b) Audio Editing Software
d) None

words of any Beats are called:b) Special words

(I)
d) None

c) Both

PART-B (DESCRIPTIVE

V

TYPE)

Q.1.

Short Notes Type Questions:a) Radio Interview?
b) Three tier Broadcasting of Radio.

(2x2,o4)

Q.2.

Differentiation Questions:a) Differentiate between News reader and Moderator.
b) Differentiate between Unidirectional and Bi directional.

(2x2=4 )

Q.3.

Detine:a) Radio Commentary
b) Outside Broadcast

(2x3

6)

f

Q.4.

Long Essay Type Questions:a) Prepare a script of a news bulletin for the duration of 5 min.

*********************
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PART-A (OBJECTIVE

TYPE QUESTIONS OMR SHEETS)

ATTEMPT ALL QUESTlONS:-

Q. I. The technical name for the SHOT of a person who can be seen from toe to head is:a) Long Shot

b) Full Figure Shot

c) Medium Long Shot

(I )

Q. 2. Film "400 Blows" represents:a) 'Italian Neo Realism
c) British New Age Cinema

b) Soviet Montage
d) French New Wave

Q.3. A Marathi film on the Film Making Life of Dada Saheb Phalke is:a) Harish Chandra
c) Harishchandra Chi Factory

b) Picture

(I)

c) Director

d) None
(I)

Q. 5. Film "Bicycle Thief' was directed by:a) Vittorio De Sica

b) Visconti

c) Roberto Rossellini

d) Torentino

c) Special

d) Spatial

(I)

Q. 6. The term for film space is:a) Sepial

b) Spacial

Q.7. Edison's Studio in orange Country where films were shot was called:a) Orange Studio

b) White Hall

c) Black Maria

( 1)

a) Seamless viewing
c) Incremental interest in the narrative

b) Making Sense of Narrative
d) ALL three Above

Q.9. In professional Screenplay Writing the recommended font type is:b) 10 Point Courier

c) 12 Point Courier

( 1)

b) Intellectual Meaning
d) Color Decoding
(I)

Q. 11. Resul Poorkutty:a)
b)
c)
d)

(1)

d) 12 Point Arial

Q. 10. TONAL MONTAGE refers to a montage or editing of the scene according to:a) Emotional Meaning
c) Perpetual Meaning

(1 )

d) Red Square

Q. 8. Editing allows:-

a) 12 point Helvetica

(I)

b) Harish Chandra Chi Film
d) Raja Harishchandra

Q. 4. Off Screen is a term used in relation to: (Tick the right):a) Sound

(I)

d) None of the above

Won a BAFTA award
Won an OSCAR for SOUND
Is a Malayalam actor
Is name of a Film that won Golden Globe award in 2015

Q. 12. The first film to use the term Production Design was:a) Gone With The Wind
c) All that Jazz

b) Sound of Music
d) Alice in Wonderland

( 1)

Q. 13. The First

Indian

(,I)

Film is:b) Rani Roopmari

('0101'

a) i\aa~ KanY,1

Q. 14. Which of the following is not an clement of Mise-en-Sceneta) Costumes
b) Sets
c) Lights

(I)

Q. 15. Junior Artists are so called because.a) They are less experienced

(I)

b) They arc under the age of Adulthood
c) They play insignificant characters or are just part of the background
d) All the above

'\

Q. 16. Which is the correct sequential order:a) Raja Harishchandra-Dangal+
Kisan Kanya _ Alarn Ara - MughleAzam
Mother India
b) Alarn Ara - MughleAzam _ Raja Harishchandra-Dangal
-Mother India - Kisan Kanya
c) Raja Harishchandra - Alarn Ara - Kisan Kanya _ MughleAzam _ Mother India -Dangal
d) Kisan Kanya _-Alam Ara - Raja Harishchandra-DangalMughleAzam _ Mother India

( I)

Q. 17. Which is the correct sequential order:a) Rising Action_Exposition_Falling
Action Conclusion Climax
b) Exposition __Rising Action_Falling Action_ Climax_Conclusion
c) Exposition_Falling Action_ Rising Action_Conclusion_Climax
d) None of the above

(I)

Q. 18. The correct nomenclature

a) Documentary
c) Short Documentary

for a non-fiction

film whose run-time

is 15 minutes, will be r-

(I)

b) Fiction Feature
•
d) Feature Length Documentary
PART-B (DESCRIPTIVE TYPE)

Short answer type questions. (Answer any TWO questions):Q. I. Tonal Montage

Q.2.
Q.3.

Reece
Italian Neo Realism

Discriminatory / Differentiation Questions. (Answer any One question):Q.4. Differentiate between METRIC and RHYTHMIC Monatge with examples.
Q.S.
With relevant examples enumerate difference between digital and analog cinema.
Interpretation

Q.6.

(2x2=4)

(3)

~
(4)

Questions:-

Create a plot for a story between two lovers who are chased by the girl's villainous
brother. Your story should champion the cause of independence of women.

Problem Based Questions.Q.7.
You have been given the task of making a Production Estimate (Budget) for a MUSIC

(3)

VIDEO. What budgeting heads apart from the usual are absolutely necessary for this'?
(4)

Long Essay Type Questions.-

Q.8.

Describe in detail, the stages of film production from IDEA to SCREEN.
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PART-A(OBJI~CTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS OMR SHEETS)
ATTEMPT ALL QUESTIONS:
Single Response QucstionsrQ.1. Partition of Bengal took place on:a) 1905
b) 1904
Q.2.
\

First Satyagrah Movement started from:a) Gujrat
b) Maharashtra

(1)

1911

c)

d)

1914
(1)

c)

Bihar

d) Gujrat and Bihar both

Q.3. The theory of economic drain of India during British imperialism was propounded by:a) M.K. Gandhi
b) Jawahar Lal Nehru
c) Dadabhai Naorozi
d) Gopal Krishna Gokhle

(I)

QA. Kesri and Maratha Patrikas were run by:a)
c)

b) Gopal Krishna Gokhle
d) Bal Gangadhar Tilak

Lala Lajpat Roy
Firoz Shah Mehta

Q.5. The title Punjab Kesri was conferred on:a) Ranjit Singh
c) Lala Lajpat Roy
Q.6. The viceroy who divided the Bengal:a) Lord Curzon
b) Lord Rippon
Q.7.

Q.8.

Q.9.

(I)

b) Bhagat Singh
d) Master Tara Singh
(I)
c)

Lord Lytton

Who among the following is known as 'heroin of 1942 movement':a) Annie Beseut
b) Sarojni Naidu
c) Aruna Asaf Ali
Aligarh Muslim University was founded by:a) Mohammad J innah
c) Maulana Azad

b)

1951

Lord Mayo
(I)

d)

Suchitra Kriplani

b) Liyakat Ali
d) Sir Syyad Ahmad Khan

(I)
1936

d)

1940
(I)

Q.I0. First general election was held in:1950

d)

(I)

Muslim league first time demanded Pakistan in:a) 1906
b) 1916
c)

a)

(I)

c)

1952

d)

1956
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Q.27.

test

\\<lS

A I{ I)~~ipai
Padmavut

couductcd during. the prime minister ship of:h) Narcndra Modi
c) Indira Gandhi

Goswam:

c)

Raskhan

N:II

.imha

[{all

\\ as \\ riucn by:-

(I)

Iliisidas

a)

(I)

d)

b) Vidyapati
d) Malik Mohammad

I is abbreviation uf:a) Goods and Services Tax
c) Goods and Sali.:ty Tax

Jaysi

(is

(I)

b) Goods and Sales Tax
d) None of the above

Q.28. 1Jcmonel ization \Vas announced
:I) l) November 201 ()
c) 9 November 2017

on:-

(I)

b) 8 November 2016
d) None of the above

Q.29. Name of the Human Resource and Development
a) Smriti Irani
b) Suresh Prabhu
Q.30. Kim .loong lin is the Chairman of:"
a) China
b) North Korea

Minister is:c) Rajnath Singh

(I)
d)

Prakash Jabdikar
(I)

c)

South Korea

d)

Singapore

PART-B(DISCRIPTIVE TYPE)
(5x2=1O)

Short answer Questions (Attempt any TWO):
Q.I.

What are the main features of foreign policy of Pandit Nehru?

Q.2.

Write about the importance

Q.3.

Election process of Rajyasabha.

of fundamental

rights in Indian democracy,

(Hh2"--2t1)

Long Essay Type Questions»
Q.4. What are the main features
democratic

•

of Constitution

of India and what provisions

rights of the citizens?

Q.5. Describe the role and functioning of Election commission,

******************************
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MJMC _1st SEMESTER EXAMINATION; DECEMBER- 2017
(SUB:_INTRODUCTION TO DIFFERENT MEDIA; PAPER CODE:-IOO2(113)
Max Marks:60

TIME: 03:00 Hrs.
lnstructions:1. Write your Roll No. on the Question Paper.
2. Candidates should ensure that they have been provided with correct question paper. Complaints in this regard.
if any should be made within 15 minutes of the commencement of the exam. No complaint(s) will be
3.

entertained thereafter.
Each Part is compulsory. Marks are indicated against each question.

4.

Draw the diagram wherever required.

PART-A(OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS OMR SHEETS}
ATTEMPT ALL QUESTIONS:
Single Response Questions:Q.1. Hicky's Bengal Gazette or the Original Calcutta General Advertiser Was published by
··· :a) PS Hicky
b) John Hicky
c) JA Hichy
d) None of these

(1 >

(1)

\

Q.2. Hicky's Bengal Gazette was a........ ··........ newspaper:a) daily
b) weekly
c) monthly

d) none of these
(1)

Q.3. Difference between two columns is known as
a) gutter space
b) gutter margin

·
c) gutter shape

:d) None (lfthese

(I>
Q.4. The full form of news agency UNI is
a) United Nations International
c) United news oflndia

····················:b) United News International
d) None of these
(1)

Q.5. PTI is a
,.. ,
a) news channel

,.,

,

,.:-

newspaper

c)

b) news agency

d) none of these
(1)

"

Q.6. Doordarshan was started on
a) 15 September 1959
c) 17 September 1959

, .. ,

,

as experimental telecast:b) 16 September 1959
d) none of these

Q.7. Interview based TV programme' Aap Ki Adalat' is conducted by
a) Vinod Dua
b) Burkha Dutt
c) Rajat Sharma

:d) None of these
(1

Q.8. Who was India's first television news reader?:a) Salma Sultana
b) ShobhnaJagdish
c) Pratima Puri

d) None of these

Q.9. The television (Doordarshan) service was extended to Bombay (now Mumbai) and Amritsar
in........ ··.... ·.... :a) 1970

b) 1971

Q.I0. Colour Television was introduced in
a) 1980
b) 1981

c)

1973

···········.in lndia:c) 1983

(1

d) None of these

d) None of these
P.T.I

"

Q.l1. CNN was founded in 1980 by American media proprietor
a) Bill Gates
b) Steve Jobs
c) Ted Turner

:d) None ofthese

Q.12. Sony TV (Channel) is
a) entertainment
b) spiritual

d) NOlle

(I)

based channcl.c)

( I)

news

or these

Q.13. Now Arnab Goswami is related to
a) DD
b) Republic TV

:c) India Today TV

d) none of these

Q.14.lntroduction of picture is known as
a) white space
b) cross line

:c) caption

d) none

Q.15. What is sky line?:a) a type of headline
c) a type of news

b) a type of reporting
d) none of these

Q.16. The novel 'Suitable Boy' was written by
a) Mahatma Gandhi
c) Vikram Seth

:_
b) Jawahar Lal Nehru
d) None of these

Q.17. 'Satanic Verses' was written by
a) Salman Rushdie
c) manmohan Desia

:_
b) Arundhati Roy
d) None of these

Q.18. Who has written 'Saket'?:a) Ramdhari Singh Dinkar
c) Janaki Prasad

b) Mathili Sharan Gupta
d) None of these

(I)

( 1)

or these
. (I)

'-'

( 1)

(I)

(I)

Q.19. Where the art of printing first introduced in India? :_
a) Bhopal
b) Calcutta
c) Goa

d) None of these

Q.20. What is manuscript?:a) photo copy
b) handwritten copy

c) printed copy

d) none of these

Q.21. What is paperback?:a) a cover made of flexible paper
c) hardbound cover

b) without cover
d) none of these

(1)

(I)

(1)

Q.22. DTH services were first proposed in India in
a) 1982
b) 1986

:_
c)

Q.23. What is the full form of ISRO?:a) Indian Space Research Origin
c) Indian Space Research Online

b) Indian Space Research Organization
d) None of these

Q.24. Set top box is also known as
a) set top unit
b) open space

:_
c) black space

1996

(I)

d) none of these
(I)

(1)

d) none of these

'

..
Q.25. The first publicly available internet service in India was launched by
a) MTNL
b) Reliance
c) VSNL
Q.26. Radio is part of.
a) Traditional

media:b) folk

Q.27. Facebook is a good example of..
a) electronic
b) traditional

ill i\lIgll{-;{ II)I)~:-

(I)

d) n011l:of thc:«:
( I)

c)

d) none

print

or these
(I)

media:c) social

d) None orllll' above

Q.28. What is the full form of PTe regarding TV reporting?:a) Prices to camera
b) Piece to camera
c) Public to camera
d) None of these

( I)

Q.29. What is Wi-Fi?:a) wireless fans

( 1)
b) wire falling

c)

wireless fidelity

Q.30. The Hindi newspaper Navbharat Times is related to
a) Indian Express
b) HT Media
c) The Times
\

d) none of these
(I)

Group:d) None of these

PART-B(DESCRIPTIVE TYPE)
Short Notes Type Questions (Answer Any Two):

(2x3=6)

Q.1. What do you mean by wire services?
Q.2. What is E-book?
Q.3. What is satellite broadcast?

DiscriminatorylDifferentiation

Questions (Answer Any One):-

(lx4=4)

Q.4. How newspaper is different from TV?
Q.5. What is difference between reporting and editing?

Interpretation Questions (Answer Any One):-

(lx5=5)

Q.6. Explain the roles of books in our life.
Q.7. Explain the future of new media in your words.
(lxS=5)

Definitions/Concept Based Questions (Answer Any One):Q.8. Explain the concept of cable TV.
Q.9. Explain different types of books.

(lxlO=10)

Long Essay Type Question:Q.I0. Explain the future ofTY in your words.

******************************
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MJMC - 1ST SEMESTER EXAMINATIONS; DEC.-2017
(SUBJECT: STORY TELLING AND CREATIVE WRITING; PAPER CODE - 10020114)

Max Mark: 60

Time: 03:00 Hrs.
Instructions:
I. Write your Roll No. on the Question Paper.
2. Candidate should ensure that they have been provided with the correct question paper. Complaints in this regards,
Ifany, should be made within 15 minutes of the commencement of the exam. No complaint(s) will be entertained
3.
4.

thereafter.
Each Part is Compulsory. Marks are indicated against each question.
Draw the diagram wherever required.

PART-A (OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS OMR SHEETS)
ATTEMPT ALL QUESTIONS:-

Single Response Question:Q. 1. The reminder of a story after the climax and falling action is called:a) Balanceo
b) Denouement
c) Appendix
d) Addendum

"

Q. 2. The time and location in which a story takes placera) Plot
b) Setting
c) Conflict

Q. 3. The underlying meaning or main idea of a story is:a) Theme
Q.4.

b) Mood

c) Plot

(1)
d) Characterization
(1)
d) Setting

One of the following is not a PRIMARY sub genre of Literary DRAMA. Which one:a) Tragedy

b) Comedy

c) Commercial

b) External

a) Internal

Q.6.

c) Emotional

b) Simile

c) Emoji

A sequence
A sequence
A sequence
A sequence

(1)

of events
of related events
of related events mostly in a chronological order
of scenes pieced together

Q. 8. Characters, Plot, Setting, Point of View; these are collectively called:a) Elements of Non-fiction Writing
b) Elements of Fiction Writing
c) Elements of Motion Picture
d) None of the above

Q.9.

(1)

d) Paradox

Q.7. A story is: (choose the mostappropriate):a)
b)
c)
d)

(1)

d) Rational

"She came in my life as a waft of fresh air." - what figure of speech is this:a) Metaphor

(1)

d) Historical

Q. 5. If a mother is undecided about aborting her child to save her own life, what kind of conflict

it represents»

(1)

(1)

Neena is trying to get to a job interview on time, but the GPS system in her car isn't
working and she doesn't know how to get there. Which of the following conflicts describe
this situation aptly:a) Man Vs Nature

(1:
b) Man Vs Technology c) Man Vs Self

Q. 10. Film review is a kind of:a) Technical Writing
c) Persuasive Writing

d) Man Vs Society
(1

b) Entertainment Writing
d) Advertorial

Q. 11. When the story is being told from a character's point of view, it is called:a) First Person Narration
b) Second Person Narration
c) Third Person Narration
d) None of the above
Q.

12. The story "Toba Tek Singh" is told with which point of view:a) First Person

b) Second Person

c) Third Person

Q. 13. Recurring or dominant theme in a story is the story's:a) Moto
b) Concept
c) Motif

Q. 14. Example of Persuasive Writing is:a) Zomato.com
c) Manohar Kahaniyaan

(1)
d)

Fourth Person
(1)

d) Allegory
(1)

b) Journal of scientific research
d) All of the above

Q. 15. A character that have various characteristics or traits and can change or grow. Is:a) Round Character
b) Static Character
c) Dyslexic Character d) Running Character

(1)

Q. 16. In a story SETTING refers to the location and:a) Characters
b) Action
c) Scenes

(1)

~ 17. Which one is not a type of CREATIVE WRITING:a) Essay
b) Poetry
c) Story

d) Time

\..I

(1)
d) Thesis

Q. 18. Direct characterization reveals a character's personality through:a) the character's thoughts, words and actions
b) the comments of other characters
c) the character's physical appearance
d) the words of the author

(1)

Q. 19. "Toba Tek Singh" was authored by:a) Shrilal Shukla
b) Sadat Hasan Manto c) KurutIein Haider

(1)
d) Sayeed Jafri

Q. 20. Which one of the following is NOT a BIOGRAPHY:a) Anna Karrenina
b) Gandhi
c) I Am Malala

d) Diary of an young Girl

Q. 21. Antagonists are also called:a) Heroes
b) Tramps

c) Villains

d) Vamps

Q. 22. One of these is not a figure of speech:a) Analogy
b) Apostrophe

c) Simile

d) Analogy

(1)

(1)

(1)

""

Q. 23. Indirect characterization reveals a character's personality through:a) the character's thoughts, words and actions
b) the comments of other characters
c) the character's physical appearance
d) all of above

(1)

Q.24. Purpose of creative writing is:a) To Inform
b) To Persuade

(1)
c) To Tell a story

d) All of the above

Q. 25. Anupma Chopra is a well known:a) Food Critic
b) Book Reviewer

c) Actress

d) Film Critic

(1)

Q. 26. The Writer of Famous story: THE DIAMOND NECKLACE is:a) Munro
b) H G Wells
c) Bernard Shaw

Q.27. Choose a stereotype from examples below»
a) Nurse
c) Ram Lal

(1)
d) Maupassant
(1)

b) Dr. Sharma

d) President Ram Nath Kovind

....

• Q. 28. One of the following is NOT a type of conflict in Story Writing:a) Man Vs Self

b) Man Vs Nature

c) Man Vs Man

(1)

d) Man Vs Animals

Q: ~9. The opposition of forces, essential to the plot is called
a) Setting
Q. 30.

b) Conflict

(1)

c) Character

d) Climax

c) Pebbles

d) None of these

(1)

Stories with Animal Characters are called:a) Fables

b) Nibbles

PART-B (DESCRIPTIVE TYPE)

"

Q.1.

Short Notes Type - Answer Any TWO Questions. Q. 1 (A) is Compulsory:a) Genres.
b) Setting.
c) Stereotypes

(2x4=8)

Q.2.

Discriminatory I Differentiation Questions:a) What is difference between STORY and PLOT? Support your answer with examples.
b) Differentiate between two different types of conflicts.

(2x3=6)

Q..3. Definitions I Concept Based Questions. (Answer any one):a) Creative Writing.
b) Linear Plot

(lx4=4)

Q.4. Problem Based Questions:a) Write a brief story where the protagonist is facing two different types of conflicts.

(6)

Q.5. Long Essay Type Questions:-

(6)

a) What is the formal structure of Drama? Illustrate your answer with a suitable example.
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